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ABSTRACT The tasks of face detection and landmark localisation are a key foundation for many facial analysis applications, while great advancements have been achieved in recent years especially there are still challenges to increase the precision of face detection. Within this paper we present our novel method the Integrated Deep Model fusing two state-of-the-art deep learning architectures namely Faster R-CNN and a stacked hourglass glass for improved face detection precision and accurate landmark localisation. Integration is achieved through the application of a novel optimisation function and is shown in experimental evaluation to increase accuracy of face detection specifically precision by reducing false positive detection's considerably. Our proposed Integrated Deep Model method is evaluated on the Annotated Faces In-The-Wild, Annotated Facial Landmarks in the Wild and the Face Detection Dataset and Benchmark face detection test sets and show a high level of recall and precision when compared with previously proposed methods. Landmark localisation is evaluated on the Annotated Faces In-The-Wild and 300-W test sets, this specifically focuses on localisation accuracy from detected face bounding boxes when compared with baseline evaluations using ground truth bounding boxes, our findings highlight only a very small increase in error which is more profound for the subset of facial landmarks which border the face.

INDEX TERMS Computer vision, face detection, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE task of object detection is a foundation computer vision problem which has seen a number of advances in recent years through the application of deep learning methods. Convolutional layer architectures such as AlexNet [1], VGG [2] and ResNets [3] have provided precise feature learning methods for reliable object detection, while object proposal methods such as Faster R-CNN [4] and YOLO9000 [5] have significantly improved the computational efficiency for detecting objects at multiple scales. Facial detection is a vastly popular object detection task due to the many application domains associated with the human face such as facial recognition [6] and facial expression analysis [7], [8]. Although face detection is well researched challenges still remain, most specifically in unconstrained 'in the wild' images where extreme poses, occlusion, tiny faces, resolution variations and de-focus have a large effect on facial appearance, while there is also a challenge to increase the precision of methods through the reduction of false positive detection's. Traditionally the face detection task was tackled singularly but in recent years there has been some success applying multi-task methods that also incorporate landmark localisation and pose estimation tasks [9]–[11].

Face detection is a task which has a rich research history, the traditional approach's applied scanning window classifiers [12], while the Deformable Part Model (DPM) [9], [13] based techniques have also proved accurate. Recently exceptional results have been achieved by methods applying deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [14]–[16]. Pose estimation is the estimation of the roll, yaw and pitch of the face, these parameters are then often used to aid the initiation of the face alignment process [10]. Techniques applied to this task include random regression forests [17], CNN derived features [10] and landmark marching [18]. Finally landmark localisation also termed face alignment is the process of locating semantically meaningful facial landmarks which compose facial components such as brows, eyes, lips and nose. Research to date can be generally di-
vided into three categories. Holistic based approaches such as Active Appearance Models (AAM’s) [19], [20] solve the face alignment problem by jointly modelling appearance and shape. Local expert based methods such as Constrained Local Model (CLM’s) [21] learn a set of local experts detectors or regressors [22], [23] and apply shape models to constrain these. More recently CNN based method have attained state-of-the-art results through the heat map based approaches [24].

Research has identified that combining these traditionally individual processes into unified methods can boost the accuracy of the associated tasks [9], [11]. The methods employed include feature fusion at varying levels of a network, singular shared feature sets learn by joint optimisation function representing each of the tasks [4] or both [11]. Performance increases are attributed to the inter-connectivity of the tasks. The original unified model combining face detection, pose estimation and alignment was the multi-view Trees Structured Model (TSM) [9], at the time of publication this approach advances the state-of-the-art these tasks. One specific drawback of the TSM method [9] is that there is a high level of trade off between accuracy and computationally overhead.

In this paper we present a novel method which we term Integrated Deep Model (IDM) for the joint tasks of face detection and landmark localisation from unconstrained ‘in the wild’ images. Our method integrates two state-of-the-art deep convolutional networks, the first is the Faster R-CNN model [4] and the second a stacked hourglass model [24] with the aim of leveraging inter-connectivity of the learnt features in both architectures to increase the precision of face detection while also providing accurate landmark localisation. An example output from the proposed IDM is given in fig.1.

To summarise our main contributions in this paper are as follows:

1. We propose the Integrated Deep Model with the aims to leverage the strengths of both architectures to improve face detection precision, through the introduction of a joint learning optimisation function.

2. We propose a transformation method for the heat map output of the stacked hourglass model so it can be applied to the task of face detection in addition to the current landmark localisation output.

3. Through experimental results we investigate the impact integration has on the accuracy of both face detection and landmark localisation.

The remainder of this paper comprises of a review of relevant work within section II, followed by an in-depth overview of the IDM method within section III. Section IV is a discussion of the experiments undertaken and the results gained and a conclusion is given within section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Within computer vision there has been long history of approaches to both face detection and face landmark localisation tasks. Initially approached as separate tasks these have been more recently researched as integrated so been proposed. The focus of this section is to provide an overview of previously proposed methods as space does not allow for a full review.

A. FACE DETECTION

Face detection from images has a long and rich history of research in which discriminatively-trained scanning window classifiers [25]–[27] have proven to be both computationally efficient and accurate, the Viola Jones detector [12] is specifically well known due to its implementation in a number
of computer vision libraries. This method provides real-time face detection, but works best for full, frontal, and well lit faces. In recent research deep CNN’s have been applied which have shown state-of-the-art results specifically when dealing with non-frontal faces [14]–[16]. For a full review of face detection methods we refer the reader to the following survey papers [28]–[30].

B. LANDMARK LOCALISATION

Landmark localisation techniques have the aim of locating a set of facial landmark, a large body of research has been conducted on this topic. Traditional approaches that have been applied within research includes AAM’s [19] which apply a joint model of appearance and shape. Numerous improvements to the original AMM’s have been proposed over time that improved the accuracy [31], [32]. Constrained Local Model [21], [33], [34] based techniques apply a local expert which provides a response filter which are constrained by a shape model. Regression based methods then gained popularity [22], [23], these techniques apply a set of features through regression based methods, which maps the discriminative features around landmarks to the desired landmark positions. Cascaded regression [35], [36] cascades a list of weak regressors to reduce the alignment error progressively. Initially deep learning based landmark localisation used regression based approaches applying CNN’s to regress landmark locations, only a sparse set of landmarks where predicted in [37]–[39] unlike the 68 landmarks often used within traditional methods. In [40] convolutional layer outputs at different network levels were concatenated to predict 68 landmarks locations. Following the introduction of the fully-convolutional network (FCN) [38] which produces facial landmark response maps with spatial equivalence to the raw images input, techniques based upon this idea became popular. Convolutional and de-convolutional networks where employed to generate the response map for each facial landmark, further localisation refinement was then applied utilising a network that performs regression in [41]–[43]. The stacked hourglass model was proposed in [44] for the task of human pose estimation which applied repeated bottom-up then top-down processing with intermediate supervision and obtained state-of-the-art result. This model has since been applied to the landmark localisation in [45] which proposed a binarized hourglass network for reduced computational complexity and [24] for 3D landmark generation. Dense 3D face alignment techniques such as the 3D morphable model (3DMM) [46], which aims to fit a 3D face shape to a 2D image also has the potential to deal with large poses. The 3D face shape is modelled using a linear subspace such as Tensor [47] or PCA [48] and achieves fitting through the minimisation of the difference between the model appearance and the image. These techniques can also suffers from a high computational cost thought recently regression based 3DMM fitting [47], [49], [50] have improved on the efficiency.

C. INTEGRATED APPROACHES

One of the initial approaches to integrate both detecting faces and the associated landmarks was the the tree structured model (TSM) [9] derived from the Deformable Part Model [13]. Not only did this model integrate tasks it was also conceived as a multi-view approach to deal with large pose variations. One considerable drawback of these method is the computational cost of deploying multiple models for the pose variation up to 13 in some cases. Regressive Tree Structured Medial (RTSM) [51] is one method which applied a coarse-to-fine framework to reduce the computational overhead of the original TSM method. More recently [40] produced a method which uses a Fast R-CNN network and convolutional layer fusion for multitasks including face detection, landmark localisation and gender recognition. [52] proposed a coarse-to-fine pipeline, face proposals are generated by a small fully convolutional network on the image pyramid. Face boxes are then classified and regressed to predict the five coarse facial landmarks. A similarity transformation is applied and the response map for each landmark estimate is calculated by the joint multi-view hourglass model.

III. METHOD

The proposed Integrated Deep Model for both face detection and landmark localisation from ‘in the wild’ images integrates two state-of-the-art architectures namely the Faster R-CNN network architecture [53] and the stacked hourglass based Face Alignment Network as defined in [24] respectively. The Faster R-CNN is traditionally applied to object detection tasks, we modify this and train the model solely for the task of face detection. The Face Alignment Network (FAN) [24] has previously been used for 68 point landmark localisation with an independent face detector in a linear based framework. While face detection recall is high in modern deep learning based techniques there is still room for further precision, this is specifically true when attempting to reduce the detection of false positives [54]–[56]. Our primary aim is to exploit the learnt features in both networks to provide a more precise face detection method while still providing accurate landmark localisation while maintaining computationally efficiency. Within this section we initially give an overview of the independent network architectures, then describe our novel Integrated Deep Model method. Fig.2 provides a visual overview of our proposed IDM.

A. FASTER R-CNN FOR FACE DETECTION

A single deep CNN based upon the Faster R-CNN network architecture [53] has been shown to be a fast and accurate method form object detection, within this work we propose a variation we name Faster Face that is trained specifically for the task of face detection. The architecture of this network initially consists of an VGG16 network applying five levels of convolutional layers which learn the features associated with the face detection. The second is the region proposal network (RPN) layer which learns n regions of interests of probable face locations within images primarily for face
detection. Finally a region of interest (ROI) pooling and fully connected layers which correlate to the face detection prediction are present. The input to the proposed network is an $N \times M \times 3$ image, which are scaled and padded prior entering the network if they their native size is not $N$ by $M$.

1) Multi-task Loss
The Faster R-CNN network [53] introduces a multi-task loss function to train the RPN and face detection tasks in a single CNN network. The total loss of our network is described as in (1).

$$loss_{total} = \sum_{i=n}^{} loss_i \lambda_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Total network loss as described in (1) where the individual loss corresponding to the $i$th task is defined as $loss_i$. A weighting parameter $\lambda_i$ is applied to balance the learning priorities.

RPN Loss: The purpose of the RPN loss function is to learn regions based upon a set of potential anchor points of an image that most likely contain the desired object for detection which in this situation is a face. Given a set of $k$ anchors we assign a binary class label based upon the Intersection-over-Union (IoU). An anchor that has an IoU overlap higher than 0.7 is assigned a positive detection label while those anchors registering an IoU of less than 0.3 are labelled as negative. Other anchors which IoU value between 0.7 and 0.3 are not used for training.

$$loss_{cls} = \frac{1}{N_{cls}} \sum_{i=n}^{} -(1-p_i^*) \cdot \log(1-p_i) - p_i^* \cdot \log(p_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The softmax loss function given by (2) is used for learning an object ($p_i = 1$) and a non-object ($p_i = 0$) classification, where $p_i^*$ is the ground truth class label and $p_i$ the predicted class for the $i$th anchor respectively. This loss function is normalised by $N_{cls}$ which is the mini-batch size. Bounding box regression is defined as (3), where for the $i$th anchor the $L1$ loss between the ground-truth box $t_i^*$ and the predicted bounding box $t_i$ is calculated. Both $t_i^*$ and $t_i$ are vectors representing the 4 parameterised coordinates of the predicted bounding box. Only positive anchors affect the loss as described by the term $p_i^* smooth_{L1}$. $N_{reg}$ the total number of anchors normalises the loss function. For a full technical overview of the RPN architecture we refer the reader to [53].

Face Detection Loss: Our proposed network redefines the object detection task of [53] for the purpose of face detection. Face detection is a binary class problem of a face or not within a proposed region, and the regression of a bounding box for the location of the face within an image. Face detection loss applies similar loss functions to the RPN loss as defined in (2) and (3). Principally the difference between RPN loss and face detection loss is that RPN loss is concerned with finding a subset of anchors which best describe objects, whereas face detection loss learns whether these anchors contain a face or not.

B. FACE ALIGNMENT NETWORK - LANDMARK LOCALISATION
The state-of-the-art stacked hourglass architectures have been shown to provide highly accurate for tasks including human pose analysis and facial landmark localisation. Within this paper we specifically implement the model as defined in [24] to provide 68 localised 2D facial landmarks for the detected face. The hourglass network was initially proposed in [44] and take it’s name from the construction of the layers of the network which can be seen in fig.2. Initially convolutional
and max pooling layers are used to process features down to a very low resolution, during this down sampling of the input the network branches off prior to each max pooling step and further convolutions are applied on the pre-pooled branches, this is then fed back into the network during up sampling. Following the lowest level of convolution the network then begins to up sample back to the original resolution through the application of nearest neighbour up sampling and element wise addition of the previously branched features. The implemented method stacks four hourglass networks and for each convolutional layer uses the hierarchical, parallel and multi-scale block [45], which performs three levels of parallel convolution alongside batch normalisation before outputting the concatenated feature map. The output of this network is a set of heat maps where for a given heat map the network predicts the probability of a facial landmarks presence at each and every pixel of the inputted image.

C. INTEGRATED DEEP MODEL

Our hypothesis is that the features learnt for landmark localisation have inter-connectivity with the task of face detection, given the two independent architectures discussed previously in this section we now describe our proposed novel method to combine the networks creating our Integrated Deep Model. To achieve this integration we define the following heat map transformation, integrated loss function using a joint prob-

\[ p_{fan} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max(H_i) \gamma_i \]  

Given by the maximum probability \( \max(H_i) \) for the \( i \)th facial landmark a specific scaling factor \( \gamma_i \) is applied for that that landmark. The sum of the scaled probability is then normalised and can be considered as the probability of a face detection derived from the FAN network defined as \( p_{fan} \).

The scaling value \( \gamma \) is primarily introduced to deal with wide ranging face poses in which certain landmarks retain visibility across all poses where others become occluded, the values of \( \gamma \) used are reported within our intermediate results in section IV.

\[ p_{face} = \frac{p_{fan} + (p_{faster} \delta)}{2} \]  

The next step is to define the joint probability of a region being a face as termed as \( p_{face} \) and defined in (5) where \( p_{faster} \) is the probability based upon the output of the trained Faster Face features. The penalisation factor \( \delta \) is specifically introduced for situations where extremely small detection’s are classed in the very high 90% probability range as being faces when they are not (Fig.3 provides examples of this). The value of \( \delta \) is determined by (6) where \( det \) is the width of the face detection box and \( img \) is the width of the image, we only apply probability penalisation when a face width is less that 2% of the total image width. Finally the \( p_{face} \) is used within the loss function for the face detection classification as described in (7).

\[ \delta = \begin{cases} 0.7 & \text{if } det \cdot (100 / img) \leq 2 \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

\[ \text{loss}_{face} = \frac{1}{N_{cls}} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{cls}} - (1 - p^*_{i}) \cdot \log(1 - p_{face,i}) - p^*_{i} \cdot \log(p_{face,i}) \]  

D. MODEL TRAINING

Our IDM method specifically trains the layers of a faster R-

CNN architecture [4] with images containing multiple faces from the Wider Face training set [57]. The popular augmentation method of flipping is employed to further the available training data. Our faster R-CNN implementation applies a VGG16 [2] architecture for the convolutional layers and the weight parameters are initiated using a pre-trained imagenet model prior to fine tuning for face detection. The publicly available PyTorch pre-trained model of the Facial Alignment Network of [24] is used as the stacked hourglass component of IDM. Our IDM model was trained for 15 epochs with a learning rate of \( 10^{-3} \) for the initial 10 epochs then \( 10^{-4} \) for the final 5.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Within this section we present a through experimental evaluation of our proposed IDM method in the areas of face detection and landmark localisation. All experiments are conducted using PyTorch 0.4 on Windows 10 with a Nvidea GTX 1080 GPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>True Positives</th>
<th>False Positives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faster Face</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDM Mean</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDM Scaled</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDM Scaled + Size</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>True Positives</th>
<th>False Positives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faster Face</td>
<td>4926</td>
<td>882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDM Mean</td>
<td>4876</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDM Scaled</td>
<td>4876</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDM Scaled + Size</td>
<td>4876</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. FACE DETECTION EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness our proposed IDM method for the task of face detection we produce a set of intermediate and benchmark evaluations. For robust evaluation we apply three face detection test sets, these being the Annotated Faces in-the-wild (AFW) database [9], the Annotated Facial Landmarks in the Wild (AFLW) [58] and the Face Detection Data set and Benchmark (FDDB) [59]. The AFW database consists of 205 images where each image contains at least a single face, in total there are 468 faces located within the database. The AFLW database test set contains around 1,000 images of annotated faces in real-world images capturing multiple viewpoints, different expressions and illumination conditions. Finally the FDDB consists of 5171 faces in 2845 images from unconstrained environments. We adopt the PASCAL VOC precision-recall protocol for object detection requiring 50% IoU for positive detection of a face.

1) Intermediate Results

For our intermediate results four different methods are evaluated, these being three variations of the IDM method using different parameters and a standalone Faster R-CNN only face detector we call Faster Face. The three IDM variations are as follows, IDM Mean where the $\gamma = 1$ for all 68 landmarks, IDM Scaled which applies varying values for $\gamma$, the landmarks that are visible across all facial poses such as the nose are given a value of 1 while other less visible landmarks are given $\gamma$ values of 0.75. Finally IDM Scale and Sized add a box size weighting factor penalty as described within the previous section.

The results for AFW test set are given in fig.4 and table.1, we show 100% recall of the faces for all methods. While all IDM methods dramatically reduce the number of false positives, the greatest reduction being from 361 to 73 which is significant. The IDM Scaled and Size also has success in correctly identifying the small detection's (examples of this are shown within fig.3). For the FDDB test set the results are highlighted in fig.4 and table.2, again a large reduction of over 50% is shown in the false positives for IDM methods. A small decrease in recall is noticed in comparison with Faster Face, when analysed this drop is almost entirely for very blurred faces (see fig.7). Finally AFLW test set results are shown in fig.4 and table.3, this follows a similar pattern to the previous results with a minimal drop in recall of 2 faces, but a significant drop of 286 false positives between the Faster Face method and the full IDM method.

The overall observations from all three tests set is that our proposed IDM method and most specifically the IDM Scale and Sized variation has a large impact on reducing false positives. The negative aspects is that there is a small
reduction in recall from analysis of the images we find that the primary source of decreased recall is blurred faces. The results also highlights the effectiveness of the Faster Face architecture alone for detecting faces within ‘in the wild’ images in terms of recall, where this has issue is that it also provides a high amount of false positives.

2) Benchmark Results

To benchmark against other face detection methods we use the AFW and FDDB test sets, as the AFLW test set is not a standardised image set. The evaluation tool provided by [54] is used for results generation and provides benchmarks against a number of methods including Headhunter [54], Structured Models [60] and Tree Shape Models [9]. Note this software uses an alternative set of ground truth boxes for the AFW explaining the difference in average precision compared with our previous intermediate evaluation. For the FDDB and AFW test set our method outperforms the methods included within the evaluation tool, we show both higher recall and also less false positives by a significant margin in both cases as shown in fig.6 and fig.6. Furthermore when we compare our method to other recent state-of-the-art CNN based methods the Fast Deep Convolutional (FD-CNN) [56] and the impressive S3FD [61] we have very competitive results in terms of recall while having a much lower rates of false positive detection’s. For the FDDB test set FD-CCN has a recall rate of 92.6% while S3FD has a 98.2%, our method is in between at 94.3%. Where our method excels is in the false positives which are significantly lower than both methods at 336 compared to 700 and over 1000 for FD-CNN and S3FD respectively. Only the S3FD provides benchmarks for the AFW in which they report at 99.8% average precision compared to our 99.6%, again our IDM method has greater precision [61]. As identified in our intermediate results the main recall issue for our model is severely blurred faces (see fig.7 for examples), primarily due to the training set not containing blurred faces to this degree.
FIGURE 7. Blurred Faces Detection’s Examples (Red boxes represent a detection by IDM, green boxes are the ground truth face data). The top image displays example of moderately blurred faces which our models successfully detects. The bottom images highlights extreme blur where the IDM method misses 9 faces, while also detecting a face not accounted for in the ground truth data.

FIGURE 8. Example of Face Bounding Box affecting landmark localisation accuracy. (A) - Ground truth data (B) - FAN using ground truth bounding box (C) - IDM (Predicted bounding box does not cover the point of the chin which affects the landmark accuracy around the jaw line).

B. LANDMARK LOCALISATION EVALUATION

The primary objective for our proposed method is to improve the accuracy of face detection which we have analysed in the previous experiments, as the landmark localisation features of the method are not re-trained we do not expect to observe increased accuracy over the baseline presented in [24]. Instead we evaluate the performance of face alignment accuracy in IDM against the base line experiments for the purpose of understanding how face bounding box affects landmark localisation accuracy and to what degree. This mimics a more real world application of the landmark localisation where ground truth face bounding boxes are not provided. We evaluate the landmark localisation predicted by the proposed IDM on the 300-W test set [62], which consists of 600 fully annotated faces and the AFW test set previously used in the face detection evaluation using the IBUG annotations. Normalised Mean Error (NME) using face size normalisation as described in [24] is used as the evaluation metric. Cumulative localisation error is shown in fig.10 and fig.11. For both evaluations the results are similar, there is a slightly larger error margin when using the bounding boxes from our IDM method compared to the using ground truth boxes. This outcome is not surprising but highlights the importance bounding box accuracy even with state-of-the-art landmark localisation techniques. Accuracy with the IDM method is in general high at its largest we observe around a 0.005 difference in error as a fraction of the face size. This suggests the IDM method has good bounding box accuracy and the landmark localisation is somewhat robust to initialisation. The largest error is for those landmarks that make up the jaw line which seem to be the most influenced by bounding box placement. One reason for this is in cases where the predicted face detection bounding box does not cover the entire face. An example of the effect of bounding box on landmark localisation can be found in fig.8.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Within this paper we present our proposed Integrated Deep Model for detecting faces and performing landmark localisation from unconstrained ‘in the wild’ images. Our primary contribution is to produce a optimisation method to successfully integrate features from two state-of-the-art deep learning architectures to leverage both their strengths for more precise face detection. We show that our method is comparable to other top performing face detection methods on the AFW and FDDB test sets. Specifically IDM show very significant reductions on the number of false positive detection’s increasing the precision while having a very small impact on recall. The analysis of landmark localisation performed by the IDM on the 300-W and AFW test sets highlights high accuracy though when compared with landmark localisation using ground truth face bounding boxes there is a small increase in error specifically for the landmarks which border the face such as the jaw line. The main cause of error is the precision of the face bounding box.

There are a number of areas to be considered for further research, while the IDM method reduces the number of false positives dramatically some still remain, from analysis of the data these can be labelled into four distinct categories and are shown in fig.9. The first category is that of faces in images that are missed from the ground truth labelling of the test data, the second are multiple boxes that are overlapping the same face but are not removed by Non-maximal suppression. Thirdly are faces that are found but the detected bounding box is not precise enough to be classified as a true detection, this is most common in occluded faces. Finally we simply have wrong detection’s. Further investigating methods to better predict face bounding boxes potentially with techniques...
FIGURE 9. Example of False Positive Detection’s (Red boxes represent a detection by the IDM, green boxes are the ground truth face data). (A) - Faces unlabelled in the ground truth data (B) - Overlapping boxes on a single face (C) - Detected face box to small in comparison to eh ground truth to be within the metrics applied (D) - Non face detection’s.

FIGURE 10. Cumulative localisation error distribution from 300W test set.

FIGURE 11. Cumulative localisation error distribution from AFW test set.

such as edge detection or image segmentation could lead to better face detection accuracy and this in turn would also help to increase landmark localisation accuracy.
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